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For a stationary Gaussian process either almost all sample paths are almost everywhere 
differentiable or almost all sample paths are almost nowhere differentiable. In this paper 
it is shown by means of an example involving a random lacunary trigonometric series 
that “almost everywhere differentiable” and “almost nowhere differentiable” cannot in 
general be replaced by “everyTbvhere differentiable” and “nowhere differentiable”, respec- 
tively . 
I stationary Gaussian processes nowhere 
I 
random trigonometric series almost every where 
differentiability everywhere almost nowhere 
Let Z( I, o) be a real-valued separable stochastically continuous ta- 
tionar;I Ckussiars, process defined en some probability space (Q 9, P). 
It fc&owr: from :i theorem of Belayev [2] that almost all sample paths 
of the.: process 8re almost nowhere differentiable or almost everywhere 
diffe~enf.iaMe acc:ording as 
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where F is the spectral distrirbution func ion of’ the process. 
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(2) holds, alynost .a11 sa.fnple paths; are absol Lately continuou\s with respect 
to Lebes:gue n~eak~: (!! 1. 
One of t&e authors ,kkwed dn [ 31 by mr:ans of an example that almost 
Raw here diRe,renGabi~ it!: annot be replac.ed by nowhere diUerentiability. 
is note we use 211’: same? xample to show that ialmost evr?rywhere 
differenti&ility cann:jt be replaced by everywhere differentiability. For 
the special grtxesses lLh;lt we shall consider, we are able to go further and 
give neck,ssary and sufficient conditions for each 3f’ the four mutually 
ex dusive, and for Qussiaxl procc:ss$s exhaustive, properties, 
(i) n8~:~whert; differenti 
(ii) alEIOst nowhere and yet somewhere differentiability, 
(iii) almost everywhere and yet not everywhere differentiability, 
(iv) everywhere differentiability. 
We prove the following theorem. 
Tkorem. Let (XV)7 and (U,)T be independent Gaussian random vari- 
ables defined over some pro&ability space (51, 9, P) and which havle zero 
means and variances 
where 
lim sup 0, < ‘- . 
V-* 
X(t, 0) = ii 2- ’ (X,(w) cos 2” t + Y$w) sin 29) , 
V"l 
(4 
then X(t, M) is a stationary Gaussian process with continuous sample 
paths and WC have the following: 
(a) Almost all sample pal’hs are alm!ost nowhere differentiable or al- 
must everywhere differen tftible according as 
(6) 
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(b) If (5) holds, almost all sample paths nre nowhere differentiable if 
and only if 
00 
C av exp(-&a:) = 00 
v=l 
(7) 
for all e > 0. 
(c) If (6) holds, almost al2 sample paths are everywhere differevltiable 
if and only if 
W 
c 
v=l 
Clv<-. 
Proof. We first remark that (3) implies that the series in (4) converges 
for all t for all. 0 not in an exceptional set A of measure zero. If we set 
X(t, o) = 0 for u E A, then X(t, w) is well defined and is almost surely 
a continuous function oft (see [6, p. 65]).* 
Part ((a) of the theorem is immediate as (5) and (6) are just ree-written 
versions of (1) and (2). 
The “only if” part of (b) was proved in [3]. The “if” part follows as 
(7) implies that 
lim sup (IX,(w)1 + I Y&)1) > 0 almost surely 
V-0 
(see [4, p. 1 SO]) which is a sufficient condition for the nowhere differ- 
entiability of (4) (see [6, p. 871). 
To prove (c) we differentiate (4) formally and write 
X’(lr, 0) = 5 (XV(w) cos 2Vt + Y,(w) sin 2”t) . (91 
v=l 
1 
Now (6) implies that 
5 (x;(U) + Y;(w)) <. * almost surely 
v=l 
and hence 
(w)l) = 0 almost surely . 
* Condition (3) is not necessary but exures that almost all sample paths of X(t, w) am continuous. 
As (9) is a tacuncry series, ( 10) implies that with probability one, the se+ 
of points of convergence of (9) is identical wath the set of points of dif- 
ferentiability of (4) (see [ 1, vol. I, pp, 184, 1861). It follows from (8) 
that 
&ly~)l+ IYJcd)i) < 00 almost surely , (111 
V=l 
and it is obviotrs that, if ( !I I) holds, theh (9) c(onverges forall t. This 
proves the “if” part of(c). To prove the “only if” part we note that, if 
(8) does not hold, then 
ii lIX,(w)l + I Y,(w)l) = 00 
Y=II *
almost surely . (12) 
If (12) holds, a theorem of Szidon [ 1, vol. II, p. 2461) implies that (9) is 
not the Fourier series of a bounded function. Billard’s theorem (see [6, 
p, 491) then implies that for almost all c?) there exist points at which (9) 
diverges. At these points, (4) is not differentiable and this completes the 
proof of the theorem. L3 
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